Storage unchained

FUJITSU Storage ETERNUS DX S4
Hybrid Storage Systems

Top reasons to invest

FUJITSU Storage ETERNUS DX S4 is the perfect hybrid small and medium-sized business (SMB) storage solution that every enterprise can afford, with integrated and powerful features for business growth, efficiency and continuity. The very latest capacity and performance enhancements contribute to overall business efficiency. Outstanding data protection technologies and all-inclusive encryption guarantee uncompromised business continuity.

Learn more about Business-Centric Storage: business-datacenter.global.fujitsu.com

shaping tomorrow with you
Flexibility and affordability:

Flexible data replication functions among ETERNUS storage systems: The ETERNUS Storage Cluster supports simple and transparent failover to avoid planned or unplanned downtime.

**Your advantages**
- ETERNUS Storage Cluster delivers the highest business continuity
- Simple data replication and effective transparent failover among different ETERNUS storage systems
- Unmatched flexibility for disaster recovery between remote and central locations
- Non-stop operations increase uptime for all data services
- Achieve 99.9999% data availability

Automated storage management:

System performance is allocated to application data by simply defining the priority or the response time – the rest is done automatically.

**Your advantages**
- Storage performance is consumed by business priorities and by service levels, not at random
- Higher system utilization reduces investment costs
- Reduced tuning effort for applications with diverse I/O patterns
- Management of bandwidth and storage tiering under one automation engine boosts administration efficiency

The most flexible data reduction:

ETERNUS DX S4 provides advanced inline data reduction technologies in combination with flexible configuration options.

**Your advantages**
- Increase storage capacity by an average factor of four
- Select compression and/or deduplication at application level
- Set data reduction options to optimize capacity, or deactivate them for high-performance SLAs
- Reduce investments in storage capacities

Leading performance architecture:

ETERNUS DX achieves high rankings in official SPC benchmarks and in specific customer evaluations.

**Your advantages**
- Enjoy superior performance for every business process
- Do the same with only one system
- Triple the number of transactions while doubling the number of users
- Longer system life cycle thanks to performance headroom

THE MOST FLEXIBLE SMB STORAGE

Whatever your requirements, ETERNUS DX S4 is a smart choice.

**Your advantages**
- Grow storage in line with business needs
- Find the right balance of disk and flash
- No need to buy bigger models to get more functionality
- Extend initial configurations by a factor of 10

Simple and affordable business continuity:

Flexible data replication functions among ETERNUS storage systems: The ETERNUS Storage Cluster supports simple and transparent failover to avoid planned or unplanned downtime.

**Your advantages**
- ETERNUS Storage Cluster delivers the highest business continuity
- Simple data replication and effective transparent failover among different ETERNUS storage systems
- Unmatched flexibility for disaster recovery between remote and central locations
- Non-stop operations increase uptime for all data services
- Achieve 99.9999% data availability

Learn more about Business-Centric Storage: business-datacenter.global.fujitsu.com